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Good afternoon, welcome web writers and happy Wednesday I hope you are all 

having a fantastic week so far. I am Heather Robertson Managing Editor of wealth 

web writer, I'm excited to have you all with us today and I'm very excited to have 

eight of you as copy chief Sandy Frank's with us today Sandy Welcome and thank 

you for joining us. 

 

Oh, thank you for asking me to be here. I'm excited I can't wait to have this 

conversation with everyone so thank you. 

 

Excellent, well we are going to be talking about ways that you can make your copy 

stronger and some techniques that Sandy uses and the AWS AI teaches that you 

can use it to make your copy more persuasive, which is actually really valuable, 

even if you are writing content and not directly selling something in your copy. So 

Sandy, I just wanted to start out by asking you, you know, why is it that 

persuasion is so helpful in terms of making writing stronger, 

 

You know, persuasion really is sort of the heart and soul of copywriting, and so I, I 

like to, I think of what we do, our craft in a similar fashion as a lawyer who is 

presenting a case to a jury and judge, and so they have to prepare themselves 

they have to come up with, you know what is the story that they're telling for their 

client. And so they have to then persuade the door or the judge that this client 

whether they're trying to prove them innocent or guilty. And so it to me it's very 

much that same thing so persuasion becomes very important for us as copywriters 

because the action. We're trying to get someone to take is not to say go here not 

guilty, but to actually make a purchase, or to sign up to stay at a letter sounds 

good but in generally when its sales copy it is to actually require someone to make 

a purchase, and the only way that happens is if we understand the principles of 

persuasion and how that works, and how do we then use that skill to convince 
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someone that beyond any reasonable doubt, making this decision is the best 

decision they can, they can make for themselves to purchase this product because 

their life is going to be transformed in some way. And so that's why persuasion 

becomes a foundation for writing persuasive copy. 

 

Excellent. One of the things that I've always wanted particularly because I tend to 

be on the content side of things, I tend to be writing this stuff that happens before 

the actual letter where people say, you know here's, here's. So I'm kind of priming 

the pump. Yeah, but even when I'm writing that content which is often more 

educational than it is sales oriented, the persuasion for me has always been really 

important in terms of gaining attention, and continuing to earn that attention, 

have you found that to be true as well. 

 

Absolutely and I think that's, as you said, many of the principles that we use for 

sales letter writing copywriting, are the same principles that you're going to use 

that you use in writing content because you know we're trying to gain the reader's 

attention so in sales copy we gain that attention by creating an eye catching 

headline. And the same thing with content, you have to have a really good title for 

the content you're writing, or no one's gonna read the rest of it so it is about 

coming up with something that really does capture their attention and engages 

them. And so, they are, they're reading because they're wanting to find out 

something more there's something they're going to discover whether it's in that 

content piece, or their sales or some piece of information that feels new to them. 

And because of that, then they're going to continue to read it's a new idea, it's 

something they haven't seen before, or heard before. And so that's how we keep 

that attention we keep them engaged. And then, you know, then as we're going 

through the sales order, whether it's well page dating pages or sometimes they 

can be 42 pages long. The entire time we're doing that. It's all about keeping their 

attention on the page and keeping them engaged in that in that conversation 

we're having one paper. 

 

Yeah, and I think that's so important that that underlying persuasion is constantly 

kind of saying, you know, Go ahead and take the next step with me. You 

mentioned that headline and you do have to pique the readers interest you have 

to kind of get them thinking, so that they want to read more. But then the the 

persuasive element carries through because you can't just pique their attention, 

you also have to hold their attention, data itself you're constantly re upping or re 

earning. 
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Yes, that's a good way to put it re earning absolutely constantly re earning yes I 

love that phrasing. 

 

And the other thing that I have found, and I find this is even true for fiction like 

becoming a persuasive writer has really helped me with my fiction writing, 

because if you're going to be persuasive, you have to be interesting. You have to 

be what I call sticky or memorable, and the writing has to be really well paced in 

order to keep your reader, continuing on with you and that's all really important to 

a fiction as well. So one of the things that I think a lot of writers don't consider is 

when you're rewriting, when you are writing persuasively, you're creating an 

enjoyable experience for your reader have you found that to be true as well. 

 

Absolutely, these are such great points that you're bringing out, I mean they really 

are and it is so true because, you know, we do want to keep we can't it. Our end 

goal when we're writing sales letter is to get that person to take action. And that 

comes toward the end of the letter where we call it the close or the false close. 

They're not going to get there. If we haven't kept just threw out exactly so we 

have to you know we in this is all, all learnable skills. So, what we learn to do as 

we write ourselves out or even content is how do we keep it conversational, how 

do we make transitions from one paragraph to another feel like a natural flow, you 

know, and that's a little bit of art in itself but it's something the more that you 

write, it's just something that you learn to do, you'll start to find and, and what I 

do, you may probably do the same thing Heather is when anything I'm reading 

whether I'm editing it, or it's something I wrote is I read it out loud because then 

I'll find those awkward like, oh, that didn't even make sense. You know that was a 

weird transition from that sentence to the next paragraph. So I need to change 

that up. But by doing that what happens in is that I'm keeping that flow 

throughout the letter, so that the tension is in the right place and that it's 

interesting and that there's a good pace. It's like my husband and I watched the 

boys I met we like to watch that too. And so, but one of the things you hear the 

judges say is that the singer has a great tone. The same is true in writing writers 

have a tone and a voice and a style. And so we want to keep that pace that tone 

has to be where it keeps the reader engaged in that song by practicing good 

writing skills and making sure transitions are there and that we're not, we're 

breaking down things that are complex and making it really simple for the reader 

to get it quickly. And then, you know, when we provide proof of things that's what 

makes it memorable because we're giving them things that are like, Oh I didn't 
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know that, you know what I mean so then they get that aha moment, and then it 

makes them enjoy it and they continue to read whatever it is, whether again it's 

content or sales letter so all these points are very valuable. 

 

Yeah, I love you mentioned a couple things in there actually that I loved, you 

mentioned the transitions between paragraphs and if you think about 12 or 24, 

you know 42 Page sales letter that yes we have a singular idea that's woven all 

the way through and everything that we're doing is trying to support that, but 

we're bringing in many different ideas to support that it's almost like weaving a 

tapestry together. Yeah, if we don't, if we don't pull those things together in a 

seamless, easy to read way, that was the other thing you said making it really 

complex and simple. You know we lose our readers interests, and you can't really 

bore somebody into making a purchase, 

 

effectively, exactly. and yeah and it is a little bit of a skill that you just comes 

from, from writing and there's, there's a writer that his name is Steve sugar rude 

and so anyone who's listening could sign up he contributes to a daily he letter. I 

think it's called Real wealth or daily wealth I can't remember the exact name but 

you can just Google his name he's part of Stansbury research which is a huge, you 

know, financial publisher. And the reason I'm suggesting his name is because he 

has this very gift we're talking about a breaking down complex financial stuff into 

tidbits of information that the reader just, they can absorb it and get it instantly. 

So it's complex, but he writes it in a way where you're like, Oh, that makes perfect 

sense. You know what I mean. So, it's Steve sugar rude is his name and he's, He's 

very good at this thing that we're talking about of taking these things that are 

complex and making it seem so that ordinary people get it. Because these 

investing topics can be rather complex but he does it in such a great way, so he's 

a person, someone could read and kind of study, the way that he does it and then 

you'll see where we're talking about he's making that subject, interesting and 

engaging. Excellent. 

 

I love that tip and it's so good to study writers that are successful in this space, so 

I think that's excellent. When it comes down to it persuasion, We're always trying 

to get our reader to take an action. Even when I write content, I'm still trying to 

get the reader to stay with me and often at the end to take something that I've 

taught them and to go apply it in their life to see if it if it works for them and 

makes a change. So some of the things that I try to do in the content sphere, 

when I'm persuading to action is give them interesting information, make a case 
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for it by providing proof. And then pretty much put a tantalizing offer on the table 

in terms of the transformation, they can enjoy but leave the action to the reader. 

And I know on the sales side of things, things get a little bit different, a little bit 

more direct and I was just wondering if you could talk about the importance of 

asking for that action, yes. 

 

Yeah, definitely. And, you know, we call the CTA the call the action or it's the push 

part of the letter, where we are very directed this point and in this section of the 

copy it's usually coming near the end of it. And this is where we're very clear and 

we're giving the reader, really exactly we're telling the reader really what we want 

them to do. We're not hiding anything. We are telling them in a very clear concise 

terms that we want them to take a particular action and generally that action is we 

want them to purchase something. And the way we're saying it though, is we're 

providing we're making it feel very valuable to the reader that they, their life is 

going to change in some way if they don't take this action. And so we're making 

this argument all throughout and then we're telling him, now it's time to make this 

decision, but we're going to help you make a decision because the offer is going to 

be very valuable to you it's irresistible. So we make sure that that push to action 

has value, it reinforces that there are benefits to taking the action, and usually will 

have some sense of urgency, like, we don't want the reader to think about it for 

days and days like yeah okay that all made sense but I'll just take my time. No, 

we want to we want to close that sale right then and there. So we always are 

providing reasons for urgency to take that action, whether it's because you know 

there's a limited availability of this product or there's limited seating if it's a course 

or webinars, something like that, or you know there's a deadline involved. So, or 

the discount disappears at a certain period of time. So all of these things have 

because we have a great offer and we have some urgency there, it really did, 

helps us create that push that call to action here are the reasons why you need to 

take this action. So it's very clear it's very concise we don't hide it. You know it's a 

sales letter so we are making. It's a very important part of the letter just as the 

headline is in the lead. So is that push to action is, is equally important, an 

important 

 

one of our listeners eg says the Steve sugar rude flutter is the daily wealth. And 

then Tom was wondering if we could spell see Steve's last name for him. 

 

I can't off the top of my head, eg I love eg because she's one of the sessions and 

she's always so helpful because she's. He knows you know she she's always 
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looking stuff up, she's a reader of almost every book we say to read. I think it 

sugar rude is something like Sju GG, er, UD something around there it's it's an 

unusual name but if you just Google like that you'll find it, you'll find if you just 

don't understand very, you'll find him listed as one of the editors. 

 

Yeah, and rocky being very helpful says it is Sju GG r there you go, are up. 

 

There you go. 

 

I'll make that visible to everybody over there in the q&a. I know I skipped the E 

but I did put it back in there the second time. Rocky was saying I was close but 

not 100% Right. So, there are some things that people can learn some techniques 

that they can learn to help bring more of this persuasive element to their writing, 

no matter what way they're doing it, and one of those that AWS AI we call the four 

P's. And so I'm going to have you take us through the four P's so the first fee is to 

make a promise. 

 

Absolutely. So, yes, this is a technique that Ada Vi has really developed and ran 

with over the years and honestly, this using these four P's is probably, you know, 

trying to think like what a list covered or I knew that doesn't know about this, they 

all know and use this it's one of these foundation principles for writing persuasive 

copy and again also for content. So what we're trying to do in the very beginning 

that you know, we're, as we talked about earlier, we're trying to get the reader's 

attention. And, you know, we're going to write an eye, capturing headline. But 

then beyond that we have to do something else for the reader that's going to keep 

them engaged and that's where this promise comes in. So we're basically we're 

promising early in the letter that if you continue to read this thing there's some 

benefit we're going to promise that something is going to happen. If you buy this 

particular product, it's either going to you're going to become more healthier, 

maybe the promise is you're going to become richer, maybe the promise is you're 

going to live the writers life a very comfortable lifestyle. It can be a monetary 

specific promise but it can be a promise of some new lifestyle, they're going to 

have, but that's what keeps us, this is part of what we talked earlier when we say 

we keep the reader engaged, and continuing to read because we're offering them 

this is where we're basically saying, this is the reason why you should read this 

because I'm going to promise that something in your life is going to change. And 

so that's what the P the, the first P and the promise is all about. And so that 

comes at the start. So here's the promise we're making that your life is going to 
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change in a better way because you're going to become more fulfilled, you'll be, 

you'll feel more comfortable you'll have more money in your bank account, and 

then we go through and eventually we'll have to show how that's true, but we 

make this promise right out of the gate to the reader. And basically it's, it's a 

promise that has to be, as you have here has to be meaningful, has to be 

believable we can't say something that you know hey we're gonna you're gonna 

make a million dollars in 24 hours. You know, they won't believe it and then you 

as a writer have created a huge hurdle because you have to prove the that that's 

so possible. And when we make a promise when it's something that's 

unbelievable. We actually do ourself a disfavor because the reader right away. We 

put such a high degree of skepticism in their head. So that's why the promises we 

make have to be believable in the first place and it has to be something that the 

reader wants it has to be something that's relevant to them. So these are all good 

points meaningful believable and desirable and really it really relates to the 

reader. 

 

Yeah, I think it's interesting you mentioned, you know, if you make unbelievable 

progress, it raises that level of skepticism and the reader, and I kind of think of it 

as like you put yourself into almost an antagonistic role with the leader, it's like 

they got their guard goes up, they're like on guard, they're ready to like, you 

know, fight you and argue with you and you really want to be on the same side 

with your reader, kind of walking the same path with them which is why the 

believability is so important. The other thing that you'll find when you're writing 

persuasive copy for products or services, is that there are a ton of benefits. And so 

the first thing I have there is you know, meet your reader where you're at, you do 

have to do some research, because all of those benefits may play a role in your 

copy but it's really important to drill down and identify the benefit that is going to 

have the most impact most meaning most resonance for the audience that you're 

writing to. I often I talk about solar power generators because I have some 

experience in that market and a lot of times the person selling the solar power 

generator is really excited about having quiet power, If the power goes out, or the 

grid goes down. And a lot of times the person buying the solar power generator 

wants to take it to tailgate parties. And so, that's two very different benefits and 

so, that doesn't mean you can't write two different packages to those two different 

audiences you absolutely can. But the bigger audience there is the tailgating 

audience and if you're not, you know, paying attention to the benefits of that 

audiences after you're missing a lot of potential there. 
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Right, though yeah 

 

you have. That's one of the fun things about copywriting is a lot of times you have 

all like this like smorgasbord of promises that you can make and you have to like 

pick the one that you're going to connect. 

 

Yeah and you know there. Gary Halbert, was a well known copywriter and 

marketer in his past one. But when I was growing up in this business. It was him. 

Everybody read him and he just was a really great marketer and copywriter. And 

he, he had this technique for figuring out well, if you have this smorgasbord of 

benefits. How do you know which one to talk about first, and so he would do this 

index card technique, where he would say take and write down one benefit on 

each card, and then rearrange those index card into the greatest benefit on the 

top of the pile, and the least benefit at the bottom and then that gave you an 

outline of Well where do you, which one do you talk about of all the benefits you 

have Which one do you start talking to the reader about in the beginning of the 

letter well you just follow the order of the index card. So that's great. Yeah, So 

that's that I think is a it's he created this years ago but I think, I think it's still a 

relevant technique for people to use it's just to write down every benefit you can 

think of one and then do that if you have to do on old fashioned index card or if 

you want to put it on a piece of paper or a computer, whatever, but then just 

rearrange it with what is the what is the biggest benefit, and then that's the one 

you can talk about first and then throughout the letter you can talk about the 

other benefits but now you have an order of how you can talk about them and 

where you can talk about them. 

 

I love that technique, great advice. Once you make a promise the next thing that 

we talked about in the fourth piece is painting a picture, so can you tell us a little 

bit more about as 

 

particularize just like, you know, in any kind of writing, what a person gets most 

engaged is when they can kind of see themselves where they can see this thing 

happening where they can see this transformation taking place. So that's why we 

say we want to paint a picture so we make a promise. Okay, we're gonna make 

your lifestyle, the best it can be able to make you richer, well how, now we have 

to show the reader how that's possible. So we paint the picture of what it, what 

would that life look like now. If you're richer. You know what I mean how does it 

change so we start painting the picture and by doing this what happens is the 
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reader now can start to see it and put themselves in that in those shoes, And now, 

because the copy again whether it's content, or sales kind of becomes more 

relatable to the reader, because now they can say, oh, I can see this happening, I 

understand I'm starting to get it, it makes sense to me I see it, and it goes back to 

one of these other rules that AWS has developed is that, you know, all good copy 

is all about. Show and not telling. So that's where this painting a picture comes in 

because you have to show the reader what we're talking about in so this is part of 

painting that picture if we're just telling them telling telling telling your life is going 

to change by just going to change. We're not really showing them how it's going to 

change the reader needs to see that because once they see that change can 

happen and how it can literally happen to them, that then keeps them wanting to 

continue to read because you've made a promise so now they want to see that 

promise come to life by painting the picture we're painting for them. And that's will 

keep them continuing to read the rest of those 14 pages that we've written. 

 

one of the I, this is one of my favorite parts of writing the letter is because 

painting this picture. And I like brain psychology and how our brains work and how 

our brains work with stories, and sensory descriptions is really, really fascinating. 

Um, so the first thing is with stories, your brain remembers stories way better 

than it does simple telling or facts and figures and statistics if you tell a story, and 

if so if you if you have a roomful of people and you have a speaker and the 

speaker, gives a lot of facts and statistics about 5% of the people will remember 

those facts and statistics, as he tells a story though about two thirds of the people 

will remember that story so there's a huge leap there. The other thing that 

happens in your brain. So when you're giving facts and numbers and statistics. 

The part of your brain that you're engaging is really just the language center, and 

that when you start using sensory language and you talk about how things look, 

and how they sound and how they feel and how they taste and how they smell it 

lights up your entire brain, if you do imaging, while you're giving somebody one of 

these descriptions and so your brain is actually experiencing those sensory 

descriptions, in a sense, like in real time, obviously you're not having that 

experience in real time, but in a way, your brain believes that you are, which 

creates a very powerful effect. So this is one of the really potent parts of 

persuasion, whether you're doing content or copy and, and that it's just fun. 

 

It is it really is and, you know, it's also, you know, Shakespeare was always about 

this as well, you know, he was a big believer in you have to tell stories and pet 

and paint pictures in one of my mentors besides Mark Ford who was a co founder 
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of Adobe I was Bill Bonner who's, you know, created a Gora from scratch and he's 

a fabulous writer, and he would always talk about you know this you know like 

writing like a Shakespeare who was, you know, instead of saying, the girl is 

standing in the corner crying that's just telling, and he would say no you can be 

more descriptive about it, you know. So, you would then describe how the girl is, 

You know Tears are coming down her face is in the corner, you know soon now 

you're that's painting the picture so you're not just saying she's crying, you're 

painting the picture now the reader can say oh, wow, they can see it in their head, 

and it brings everything to life. And then, you know, as we said that's what keeps 

the reader engaged because now if they can see that picture and see how it can 

apply to them. Now they want to know more, they want to continue to read. 

 

Absolutely and EG makes a recommendation. She says the neuroscience is 

covered in Wired for Story, the writers guide to using brain science to hook 

readers from the very first sentence. All right, so we've made our promise and 

we've painted a picture, the next thing we have to do is provide proof. 

 

Yes, and this is where I always save, Laura, where you said in the beginning 

where I feel like we, in some ways we're lawyers, because now we have to prove. 

And we have to do it, beyond the shadow of a doubt that the promise that we 

said, can actually happen for this reader. And so now we have to provide the proof 

and that's where our jobs as writers, again content, Our sales letter writing is we 

have to do some research to make define that approve you know we can't make it 

up. Gosh, I wish we could, we have to literally find the evidence as a lawyer would 

we have to find proof that the promise can become real to the reader, and any 

claim we make if we say you can make if we're talking financial if I said you know 

look if you buy the stock. You can make a 500% return in three months, I have to 

prove that that's true. So I have to show the reader that that can happen so then I 

have to look for proof. Well I have to show that it's happened in other stocks and 

other people, and I have to say that look, other people have done it you can do it 

too. So anything like testimonials become proof back statistics those things 

become proof points to show that yes this is true academic studies that we can 

cite mass media things that we can show you know reading the Wall Street Journal 

that hey this stock has risen 22% year over year here I mean these become proof 

points. So, it becomes very important because the reader won't believe that 

promise unless we can show that it can happen to them, and that show is that 

proof, and that proof only comes from the research we do. 
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And you talked earlier about the value of taking, I mean, you mentioned some 

things there like academic sources and things like the Wall Street Journal, some of 

the proof that we find can actually be pretty sophisticated and dense, and so one 

of the challenges that we have in persuasive writing is to present that in a 

conversational and easy to understand way. Another thing I wanted to have you 

talked about a little bit in terms of PROOF is PROOF OF appeal appeals first and 

foremost to our logic which is really really important that we buy based on 

emotion, and so it's really useful to think about how to tie the logic behind that 

proof into the emotion behind the benefit that you're supporting, do you have any 

thoughts 

 

on that. Absolutely and you know I mentioned it in, in other sessions that I've 

taught that, you know, Aristotle has this triad of where it's Pafos ethos and log, 

and logos which are the three things of persuasion and it's talking about it relates 

to proof because it's the emotional proof, and then it's the logic so we have to 

appeal to the logical part of our brain, because we buy with emotion we get really 

excited about something and so our emotions take over and we want to make the 

purchase decision. But then the part of our brain is saying well but we have to 

justify this. So we need logical and that's where you know the statistics and all 

that stuff helps helps satisfy the logical side of our brain that's looking for that to, 

to help justify us making our purchase decision. And it's the emotional part where 

we are really convinced it can happen. And that's where a lot of times storytelling 

comes in so you can tell you can take some sources that you found whether it's 

academic studies or facts but you can tell them in a story way to you and then 

that can, and that's where then you can satisfy that part of our brain that wants to 

where we're emotionally convinced and hooked, you know, but then our brain is 

seeing that way, let's be rational here. You know we need to make sure logically 

that we're making the right decision. So we are balancing this roof with satisfying 

the emotional side and a logical side, but it all comes together really, it all comes 

together to help make that purchase decision. So, you know, it all kind of blends 

together and that's why that try I'd make sense because part of it is being 

credible. Part of it is being emotional and part of is being logical, 

 

like he has a great question she asks are there recommendations on how to 

reference the proof. How do you know when just referencing the source and the 

promo is enough, versus when you should include a footnote or an EndNote. 

 

I'm not sure exactly, exactly. 
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So if you were referencing something from say the, let's say I'm trying to think 

that journal of the New England Journal of Medicine, and it's a really good study 

supporting one of the ingredients and the supplement that you're writing about, 

would you say in line and the copy, you know, in a study conducted reported in 

the New England Journal of Medicine, they found this Is that enough for would you 

include a footnote with all the information. 

 

You know, it really depends. So like in a health supplement industry when you're 

writing for that, that they do want you to have footnotes in your copy you actually 

have to show where you found that so that's a whole different thing, but if you are 

writing say for financial and other things you can make the citation right in the 

copy you can say in the journal, it says this and you can pull quote from the 

journal, and you can say it's in this particular thing or the Wall Street Journal said 

this, you can actually say it you don't have to footnote it, but in the supplement 

business is a little different, it's a little bit trickier, because you do also have to 

have footnotes that actually show, and it's good those footnotes are gonna show 

up even in the printed version of your sales letter that that's where you found that 

particularly you have to cite your sources, it's just a little different because it's just 

a little bit more, I guess regulated, because we're talking about health and all that 

kind of stuff. But in general if you're not in that market you can just cite that you 

here's what the Wall Street Journal said or here's what this person said, you can 

say them right in your copy. 

 

Yeah, and I find when you're writing a promotion, no matter what industry you're 

in, having basically a bibliography that you can give to your client and say here 

are all the sources that I referenced. It's kind of a little value add, and also helps if 

they're doing any legal checking helps them do that. Yes, sir. So that's just a 

courtesy that you can do for your clients. All right, we already talked a little bit 

about this push at the edge. But there's the fourth P and repetition is really key to 

learning so let's go ahead and talk about the pushing. 

 

Yeah, so here's where you know we still we've made this promise we've painted 

this picture to the reader we've supplied the proof. And now it's our job to do the 

final thing which is to convince them to go ahead and hit the buy button, and 

that's where the push is. And so we don't want to, as I said before, we don't you 

know we don't have to hide anything here or hedge anything we have to be very 

clear and concise, we have to tell the reader what we want them to do, and why 
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do we want them to take that action and why do we want them to take that action 

today and not wait so all of these things now become important in the push part. 

So we want to make sure we have an irresistible offer. We want it something 

where they feel like, if they don't take, make the spine decision they're not making 

the best decision for themselves. So we're writing copy in that way we're thinking 

about it from the readers perspective, from that site from that thinking in it in that 

particular point of view. So we're always very clear we're making sure we have 

enough. Is there a guarantee that we can talk about that helps them feel 

comfortable, because remember we're still also dealing with that logical side where 

they're emotionally hooked, but they still need the satisfy the logical part of their 

brain. That's where things like the guarantee comes in, look, there's no risk on 

your part if you make this purchase your money is covered, whether it's, you 

know, a full year or prorated or 30 days where we were removing the risk, and 

we're in any doubt the reader has at this point, we're taking that all away buying 

by being very clear in this section of copy, we're detailing what it is we want you 

to buy this product. And here again, it's because you know the value is so great. 

The benefit you'll get is far greater than the price you're going to pay for this 

product, that's really what we're trying to do at the push section and we're 

constantly asking them, go ahead and hit the buy button, you know, go ahead and 

hit it, you know, we're not shy, we're not being like well you know, hey, think 

about it, we're no we're being very clear, we want you to go ahead and make the 

purchase decision, because it is your that transformation we talked about earlier 

and our sales copy is going to happen, and it can only happen if you take this one 

action which is hit the buy button. So we want to push, push, push. 

 

Alright, another technique that AWS AI teaches. We'd like for is the AWS API, so 

we've got the for the for us, and the for us are especially helpful in headlines and 

subheads and subject lines, but there's something that you know you can kind of 

stress test your copy with throughout to make sure that you are using these to 

keep it valuable and enticing for the reader so our first few is to be unique, can 

you tell us a little bit about some of the ways that we can be unique and why 

that's important. 

 

Yes, because in it, you know, when we're trying to create that eye catching 

headline or the total for a content piece, it's, we're looking for the thing that really 

stands out and and so I often say this to a lot of times what I've been talking with 

AWS members is like you won't know the thing that's going to be different. Unless 

you are reading a lot of stuff to find out that that's been talked about a hundreds 
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of times over you've read it on so many different places. So you can't bring that to 

your client because it's already been, it's already out there. So we're trying to find 

a theme that sounds very different the thing that the reader has a thought about 

or hasn't seen before and that's why we're trying to be unique. And when we use 

the for use when we're evaluating parts of our copy especially the headline and 

even we can use it in the, in the lead is, you know, have we created a headline 

that is unique, something that just feels different, unique. It's curious. It's 

something you haven't seen before. And that's if we can write a headline where we 

can check that off and say yes, then we're no we're, we're on our way to writing 

something that the reader will continue to read. And so we use these for use a sort 

of like a little checklist and make sure we're able to create something really strong 

and compelling. And so that's where that you comes in where we can be unique 

and it's all just how does our copy stand out, we want it to stand out in the 

readers mailbox or if it's in their direct mail, or however it's being even when mine 

were trying to draw your attention was something that they just haven't seen 

before, and we can't get there until we ourselves have found as so many things 

where we can say oh that's not, that's something I haven't heard or seen before. 

That's what I could base my article one because it's unique, it stands out in the 

crowd. 

 

Absolutely. One of the things that I often tell writers, is if you are struggling with 

how to make something stand out how to make it different. Think about a personal 

story of somebody that's involved with the article that you're writing because 

those personal stories that we have are going to be unique. And then as you look 

at that personal story really drilled down on an interesting detail that stands out 

from that story and then, you know, kind of allude to that in the headline itself. 

Also, You were speaking about reading lots of different things. A lot of times if 

you're reading lots of different things, even if you found two ideas that have been 

done before, if you can fuse them together in a way that hasn't been done before, 

you'll also come up with something unique and coining a phrase that hasn't been 

used before. And one of the things I was trying to think of I was writing an article 

on productivity, and what I was struggling with as I was writing the article and 

what I was trying to convey to the readers, and how to overcome it was not quite 

shiny object syndrome. It was a little bit different but it was similar. And so I 

ended up coining the phrase Kitchen Sink syndrome, which was, you know, not 

used before but was related enough to catch interest and be like, Oh wait, that's, 

that's different. Exactly. So these are some strategies that you can use to add 

new. Yeah, being widely read like you mentioned, is. Yeah, 
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so I'm thinking, as you said that I was thinking of a promotion that came from the 

Stansbury group and the headline was, something along that I have the US that 

have you tried the blue sheeting technique. And, and blue shading is basically in 

the financial world their world, you know, some stocks get on blue sheets before 

they actually get listed on the stock exchange. And so they just took that which 

was unusual phrasing, and then created a headline around it, and it made it very 

unique and stood out because, again, most people would have no clue what blue 

sheeting was. And so they turn that in made it into a really engaging headline in 

the package work really well, but it's sort of the same thing that you're talking 

about where you're finding those, you know, coining a phrase or different words or 

things. And as you mentioned to it's usually what I find is when something feels 

flat is because the details are missing. So details are really, really, the things that 

make it. Give us lend us more toward being unique when we can be specific, you 

know, are we talking about a 527% Gain on a stock or a 500% because 527 

sounds a little bit more detailed 500 just seems like ordinary around it. So I think 

that's an important part too is when we get details. 

 

Very good. The second view that we tapped into is being useful. And so, you 

know, we want to, and that kind of ties 

 

back into the promise that we make. Absolutely yeah and it's it's really, really 

what we're talking about here is, you know, is this something that's relevant to 

our reader, you know, how's it going to benefit them. So we want that we want to 

have something that's useful to them that's relevant that has meaning and that's 

really what we're trying to, to be here with this, you as the useful part of this way, 

you know. So, it's just that, how does it relate to the target audience because it 

does no good to write about something that isn't relevant to them even though it 

could be unique, but it has no relevance to them. Yeah, we want to make sure that 

it's useful to the target audience that we're talking to, that it has to have meaning 

and relevance to them. 

 

Yeah. And as you're writing, obviously we want the headlines in the sentence to 

convey that usefulness, but as you're writing if you can make sure that what 

you're writing is entertaining, inspiring or educating, in addition to making the 

case for the sale, the reading process itself is going to come to feel useful like 

spending time with what you've written is going to come to feel useful for your 

reader and that is so powerful because they will come back to you again and 
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again, if they don't feel like reading your copy or your content is time wasted, they 

feel like it's time well invested. 

 

That's right, absolutely no and all these points you have here are just, you know, 

just perfect for useful you want to educate, inspire and be entertaining that's what 

helps it make makes it useful to the reader. Again, it's all about relevancy. 

 

We talked a little bit about urgency already. But urgency is important at the push, 

it's also important if we can work that into the headline as well. 

 

Absolutely and that's a, again, if we're using this as a checklist. So we want to 

make sure that you know we can make something unique, and we want to make 

sure it's also relevant and now we want it to have some urgency because we're 

giving the reason now for them why the question basically we're asking yourself is, 

why should the reader read this today, why couldn't they just put it off to next 

week. No, no, we want them to read it right now because we as copywriters are 

trying to get them to take that immediate action for our client which is to make 

the purchase. So we don't want them to sit on the copy and think about it for days 

and days and days because if that happens then they'll just forget about it, they 

won't take the action because you know, life goes on, we get distracted, we have 

dogs we have to help up the steps. So all of a sudden we have, there's no reason 

for us to act quickly. So, as you said it's important at the end where the push is, 

but also in the beginning, especially when we're creating that headline we want 

some urgency, now give the reason why should they act right now and it could be 

because we're talking, you know they like something that could happen in a couple 

of days, sometimes you see, even using the word now, you know, can, can add 

some urgency. So there's ways we can do it, but zones it conveys that sense that 

something is happening right now and they want to be part of it and they want to 

take the action. So it's urgency happens right in the headline as well as at the end. 

 

One of the things that I find interesting is if you have done a good job making 

your sales case throughout your letter, the entire letter itself is going to have 

some natural urgency to it, some built in urgency and that is because, and I can't 

remember which copywriter I learned this from. But the thing that will move 

somebody to buy is the belief that there is a greater expense or a greater cost to 

not buying than there is to buy. And that's what we do when we write the sales 

copy as we demonstrate you know, not buying is going to in the long run cost you 

more than buying, you're going to get more from buying than you're going to 
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spend. And when they hit that point making the buying decision is completely easy 

for them, because it becomes urgent, it's like I am losing by not taking this action, 

I've got to take this action. 

 

Absolutely right, I'll lose out if I don't you know there's something I'm going to 

lose here if I don't take action, and, and if I take action, there's something I'm 

going to gain, and I'll gain that much, and I'll gain that action, and that thing will 

happen quickly if I didn't make this decision right now. 

 

There's also another kind of natural urgency that I want to mention and it's a good 

one to always ask your clients about, um, sometimes there are just limited 

editions of things, or sometimes there is a seasonal element to something. So if 

you can tap into those, just kind of pre existing limitations and express those in 

your copy that creates a very natural sense of urgency. And then if none of those 

things exist, you know, running a limited time sale where they get a special offer 

just for a limited time or adding in a special benefit for the first responders to the 

offer is another way that you can help build in that urgency. 

 

Absolutely, yeah, all these techniques help toward getting that sense of urgency. 

As long as we, as long as we're writing to in an active voice here, we could give 

ourselves yes get that you know sense of urgency, you know, you know, act right 

now, now is an important word it conveys the urgency, so even if you couldn't put 

that some how in there and work that in, keep that active voice will help you have 

that sense of urgency in your headline. 

 

Excellent. And our final you, we kind of cheat on this one a little bit guys to be 

ultra specific, we actually talked a little bit about this in terms of, you know, being 

ultra specific does go hand in hand with being unique, when you are those details 

and presenting them piques curiosity and it helps make things stand out, but what 

are some other tips that you have for, for bringing that specificity, into the copy, 

 

it really is to what you, what you have in your bullet point is to dig into the details 

and this is what I find a lot of times, working with brand new writers is, you know, 

Where themes, always fall flat is just because the specifics are missing and the 

details are what really bring things to life for us as readers. And so if we can 

supply details, then that makes it specific. So it takes away the vagueness, you 

know, and so that's all we're trying to do here is we have we, we've done enough 

research so we can find details that we can provide in use. And then, if we put 
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those details in our headline that gets us making it very specific. And so that's 

what I always find is that it's when things are vague is then it just makes the copy 

boring and doesn't make it engaging, and the easiest way to correct it is because 

it's missing some details. You know so you can name names here that a person, 

or, you know, days or whatever you mean they're the little details from the stories 

that you can put in your headline little details that will bring it to life and make it 

stand out and make the want the reader wanting to know more because you hey 

you have details. So now I know I need to know a little bit more about those 

details which we can elaborate later on in the body copy. But if we give enough 

details in the beginning in the headline, it captures their attention. 

 

Very good. And he has a great, great question about this, is it possible to have too 

much detail. 

 

It can be in a headline because then what happens if you have too much details 

and it's like, you don't want to have like competing details like 20 You're gonna 

make 500% in 22 days, you know, and you're like, Wait, there's too many 

numbers in here so, you know, those kinds of things you can you can overdo it. 

And so you want to be conscious of that too so you want to focus on, like, a detail 

and elaborate a little bit more but if you put too many details in there then what 

happens is it becomes confusing to the reader because they don't know which 

detail should I latch on to, you know, so you want to make sure that it's like not 

overdone, but you do want to have details in there that then stir that curiosity, but 

not and then and then if you have too many details then you're probably going to 

have a headline that's like, 50 words long. If no one will read it. You know there 

isn't a case then you have to go back and have to cut the things down so that you 

just have enough of a detail that it arouses curiosity, so that they want to read 

more. 

 

So we talked a little bit about that structure and we've talked about how to make 

those headlines and subheads and those offers really stand out. But another really 

important part of being persuasive is developing connection and trust with your 

reader. So one way to do that is to really anticipate, and we talked a little bit 

about this at the beginning to anticipate where your readers at and what their 

needs are. So what are some of the things that you do Sandy to anticipate what 

your audience is looking for when they come to a promotion. 
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I'm trying to make sure that I understand that reader really well so I'm doing 

research if, you know, on the target audience and I don't mean that I need to 

know the demographics, to a degree I do okay I'm talking to someone who is 40 

years old or 50 I don't really need to know their income level but what I do need 

to know is, you know, what are their wants, needs and desires and their pain 

points these are the things that we're I'm understanding the where the reader is 

and how I can talk to that reader, and how I can basically help them solve some 

kind of problem. And so when I'm getting ready to sit down and write a sales 

letter, I'm actually looking at a lot of sales letters that have worked in that 

particular niche so those are giving me clues now to who this reader is I can paint 

this picture in my head of this person I'm talking to because I've seen a couple 

packages that have worked so I get a sense of, are they, how are they one price 

points, you know if the products selling at $49 and I know Okay, that's a good 

price point for them so are they risk adverse, if it's $1,000 maybe you know what 

I mean, there's a little bit different so now I know I understand a little bit, they're 

willing to spend $1,000 So okay this person. Now I know a little bit more about 

that particular reader so I'm looking at sales letters that have worked the 

promises that are being made in those sales letters that's giving that's painting a 

picture to of me, of who it is, I'm writing to and I'm trying to understand all of the 

time is what is the core desire, what are the things that they want most, and also 

what are the things that bother them the most that keeps them up at night. And 

so when I can start to answer these questions, then I'm getting a sense of an 

avatar in my head and who it is that I am writing to and how then I if I know who 

I'm writing to then I know how to talk to them and in my body copy. I know what 

kind of conversational tone I can use because now I have this picture, and I'm 

using words and phrases that I know they'll respond to because I I understand it, 

just because I've looked at enough and studied different content pieces or sales 

pieces. So it's giving me this picture already of the person that I'm writing to and 

now I have a sense of the promise I can make and how I can talk to them and 

what offer I can make 

 

kind of the the pinnacle that you can hit in your app, particularly the lead of your 

sales letter is having your reader just kind of stop and be like wow, this person 

really gets me, they get what I need. And when you can make them feel seen and 

heard through the language of your copy. They're going to stick with you, they're 

going to, they're definitely going to want to hear more. 
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Yeah, so, you know, as you say if you can emphasize or have empathy and create 

that bond with the reader, and I think the other way to, to, to understand your 

reader is if you can think about what are the natural objections, they'll have, you 

know if you can even make a list of that, then you know how to address them, you 

know, you know, well what's going to be the resistant points where are they going 

to resist any of these ideas or these proof points. So if you know those objections 

that also gives you an another way of how you can write to them because you can 

address those objections in your copy. And if you can address the objections, then 

what happens is the readers like, oh, wow I really this person understands me, 

they get me in a meeting and you've created that natural trust you've created 

credibility. And so then that all helps then and when we go to that push part that 

then they start to feel like wow I, I believe everything here this person 

understands, we completely. 

 

Yeah. So Sue asks, do you rely solely on your client to provide you with the details 

of the audience, how do you handle getting the info you need as a freelancer if 

you don't have access to the marketing meetings, etc. 

 

Well, I think, I think clients should be able to help you with that for sure. And, but 

the other thing you can do is you know we always talk about having swipe files as 

writers, so you need to have a collection of swipe files every copywriter I know has 

their own swipe file of some form of some sort where that helps them get a sense 

of, you know, all, all the competitors in their niche, they're reading their sales 

letters all the time, and signing up to if, if, if there's a client you're going after and 

they have an E letter sign up and read all that ease, like you didn't mean, that's 

going to give you clues as to who the target audience is because you're going to 

understand why did it, how are they writing to that people who are reading that 

letter, what US sales promotions are they sending to the people reading that E 

letter, you're going to gain that insight, you'll start to pick up on it yourself you 

can kind of keep a collection of that. So swipe files are important, but, but, signing 

up to clients, letters, looking at content on their website. All these are ways that 

you can help yourself understand the target audience, in addition to what the 

client can supply you with. 

 

Yeah, I think those are great points. Another thing you can do you know we live in 

the age of social media. If your client has an active presence on social media, you 

can actually look and see who is following them and see what they're saying and 

responds to your client, and see what they are saying in general about certain 
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topics, and then one of my favorite audience research shortcuts, is actually 

Amazon reviews. So I'll find either a book or a product that is related to what I'm 

writing about and I'll read the reviews, and I will actually, you know, I don't 

necessarily pull directly from there but I will copy and paste anything that jumps 

out at me as you know as specific way of expressing a pain point or a desire, or if 

I'm getting a sense of high emotion as they're writing they're frustrated or they're 

excited Yes, those are things that I kind of just steeped myself in before I start 

writing the copy. 

 

Oh I love that, that's great, that's a great, really good tip to look at those Amazon 

reviews or just reviews and products in general, to get a sense of Yeah, Where's 

the client what are they thinking of feeling. 

 

I mean the product to give a hat tip to buy buy for them. Remember for topical 

forums are another good place that I want to give a hat tip to them so for yes, but 

being able to use the language of your audience really getting in touch with how 

they talk about things makes that conversation so much more resonant for them. 

And speaking of conversation. We talk a lot about conversational coffee, and being 

conversational that barstool technique or it's just us sitting down and having a 

conversation with a friend. what are some of the things that you do to make sure 

that your copy you mentioned reading aloud earlier which is, 

 

I think that's probably one of the greatest and strongest trip tips is if you can read 

it out loud yourself or have someone else in a technique that when I worked at a 

gore what they would do is when a copy turned in a rough draft is all the 

copywriters would sit around the table. In that copywriter would read the copy out 

loud, and the other copywriters would be the one saying, Ah, you lost me that 

didn't make any sense. So right at that moment, it was a way to critique and see if 

that conversational tone was there. So I think that's really important to do, I 

think, you know, we don't need to talk. We don't need to use vague vocabulary 

words that takes us away from having a conversational tone. And then in Word, 

there's that flesh Kincaid scoring. I don't I think there's other programs 

Grammarly probably, I don't know they may have something similar but what that 

does is, if you use it that will help you get a conversational tone because it's going 

to show you areas where you're writing in a passive voice and sort of an active 

voice, but it's also going to tell you whether you are writing over someone's head 

at a 12th grade level, and you're using big vocabulary words and you're you know 

what I mean. And so we're trying to break it down, again, it's where we talk about 
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these complex things and our job is to make them seem very simple and easy to 

graphs for a reader. So if we just use that word tool that helps us so much 

because it's going to show us where we can then rewrite that paragraph because 

wow it's scored way too too high, and you can you can have it too, it can do the 

entire document or you could just do paragraphs at a time if you have to, and 

then you'll say oh I've got to rewrite that paragraph and then once you bring it 

down to levels where we want it to be, then you know okay, I now I'm now I'm in 

that conversational tone I'm talking directly to my audience in a way that they can 

understand and relate to. 

 

Yeah. And this is one of those things I'd like to, I always like to mention because 

when we are you know making sure that we're writing at an eighth or sixth grade 

level or lower. Sometimes I know writers worry that that's going to come across as 

condescending, and it's really important that you not come across as 

condescending because nobody likes to be condescending. And that is one of the 

reasons another reason, there's so many reasons. But another reason why we 

read our copy out loud because we can hear the difference between talking down 

to someone and just really relating and connecting with them. So that's a that's a 

balance that you want to strike you want to make sure that you're treating your 

reader, always with respect and having that conversation, not talking down to 

them or making it feel like you're dumbing it down. And another great technique 

to do there is if you are explaining a complex investing strategy or a complex 

supplement, put yourself on the side of the reader, and so you know you'll see 

copywriters say things like you know I didn't get this at first either, but this is how 

you know so and so explained it to me and it made so much sense. And so you're 

not saying hey you don't understand you're saying hey I didn't understand and 

here's how I came to understand, and then if they didn't understand it's just kind 

of an entertaining story about you and if they didn't understand. You've given 

them an easy way to be like, Oh, okay, now it's happening that way. 

 

Exactly, yes. 

 

Good. Debbie asked did you recommend Grammarly that was Grammarly that yes 

Sandy yes 

 

and. 
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So a question sometimes in conversation and you want to persuade someone that 

they're doing something wrong and you suggest a correct way. Is this an approach 

can that that can be taken in persuasive writing, if so, would it not be taken by the 

reader as you talking down to them. 

 

I think you have to be careful when you're doing and I think, I think you don't 

want to say you're doing something wrong. Here's the better way to do it. Because 

I think most readers don't want to be here that means so I think you have to be 

very careful, it could be your persuasion technique but I think you have to be 

careful and that you don't really want to point out the negatives or the flaws that 

people were doing wrong. Basically I think what you want to do is show, where's 

the opportunity and this is a good way to do things without having to say you've 

been doing it wrong, your entire life, and no one wants to hear that really and it 

does become a turn off. But you can't, you don't have to say that part you can say 

there's a great way to do this and achieve this without saying you've done it 

wrong. You just focus on the better part of it as opposed to showing hey you've 

been wrong, your whole life, you messed up, if you need it. You know, so you 

might see it every now and then but probably you know those are really tough as 

copywriters, but if they're doing it then you're seeing quickly they're switching to 

the positive. So I would say just avoid that and just always focus on what's the 

gain and not what's been wrong. 

 

Yeah, changing people's minds is really really difficult, and that's kind of what 

you're trying to do there and one of the ways that you can approach that 

diplomatically but still persuasively is to find somebody who has used the product 

or the service that was doing something one way and then change their mind and 

their thinking and started doing it in the way that the product or service 

recommends or by using the product or service and sharing the results that they 

got. One of the things that takes a lot of time, a lot of practice but is really really if 

you can get there, makes you a very powerful writer is if you can be persuasive in 

a way where your reader is always, always feels like they're the one coming to the 

conclusion. So you're not telling them what to think you're giving them the 

information to draw the conclusion that he would like them to draw. So, and that's 

another way that you can kind of move people to a new way of thinking without 

ever saying you know you've been doing this all wrong. Instead they by the end 

feel like hey I've got this great new idea about how I'm gonna do this thing and I 

am so brilliant. And if you can get them to feeling that way, you know they love 

you. Exactly and then they're more then they're, then they're ready to push that 
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buy button. Exactly. And the third way that we connect with our readers and build 

trust is to be very transparent. So, you know, Sandy mentioned this. We're not 

hiding anything when we're doing that push. But there's some other places that 

we can use transparency as well and so you actually already mentioned one of 

them, recognizing objections and addressing those in the copies is an essential 

part of transparency. I find that readers, if you like, when you're telling a story. If 

it's not all unicorns and Skittles, but you actually mentioned, you know, some of 

the hard parts and some of the stuff that didn't go as expected and that that story 

actually ends up being much more compelling than the one that's just, only the 

good stuff that won't, you know, we don't want it, we don't need to sterilize our 

stories, we can just put them out there, warts and all. And that actually does help 

us to build that credibility and connection, what do you think about that Sandy, 

 

no I think that's absolutely true, I think, you know, and that's really we, we want 

to be as transparent as we've said all along, we're not trying to hide anything. 

And, you know our jobs as copywriters is to do that research that brings that proof 

out, and that's where that transparency comes into play where you know, 

 

sorry 

 

that happened before. 

 

You know, so that's where we can really make ourselves shines to have 

copywriters because we there, we're being very transparent. We're not hiding 

anything. You know we are, we're again going back to that analogy of the lawyer 

and trying to build your case in front of the jury, you know what I mean we're 

trying to show it all and transparent transparency goes back to showing the 

reader, the transformation that can take place. And so we're not hiding anything. 

We want to be upfront and as real as possible. And you and we can show as you 

mentioned before like when, when we have testimonials and sharing good 

experiences that people had who use that product that makes it transparent, then 

we're saying anything we said, all the claims we were making in the copy is 

coming true because we've been we're transparent we're saying, here's the proof 

because this person had a great experience with it. So it's, you know, it just as we 

said, objections when we understand them and we can address them. Now we're 

being very transparent we're being authentic to in our writing, when we're talking 

to the reader in a real way. Yeah. 
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One technique you'll find clients sometimes they're a little bit nervous to employ 

but actually can be very powerful, and developing that connection and that 

transparency is to recognize to your audience who the products a good fit for and 

who it's not a good fit for so saying things in your copy like you know this is a 

really good fit for you, if you have these criteria, but you know if you're over here, 

maybe not this, and I've actually won a one of the things that I love about AWS AI 

is when they talk to their members, they're, they're so transparent about whether 

or not it's the right time for them to purchase a product or if maybe they should 

finish a program before, before they move on to another program so I actually I 

call this helping your reader to self filter, and if you're confident enough in your 

copy to say, here's who we do a really really good job of helping, and here's who 

we haven't done as much to help, and so if you're in this group, you should really 

hit that button and buy. And if you're not, you know, here's some things that 

maybe you want to do first before you hit that buy it so so much confidence in 

your product when you don't sound like you're trying to get everybody to buy 

builds credibility you are being transparent and helping your audience to make 

good decisions, and all those people who aren't a good fit, yet are going to feel 

good when they hit the point about that they are a good fit about coming back and 

purchasing from you. 

 

Absolutely, 

 

yeah. This also creates a little bit of exclusivity in the mind of your reader which 

make the product a little bit more enticing. 

 

Exactly, and it goes back to that then having a really strong value proposition 

where it feels like, you know the benefits that they'll gain from the product are 

greater than any price we could ask them to pay for it. 

 

Exactly. See was saying she really appreciate self filtering because it makes it feel 

like the person right yes. And that and that you care. It's not just a transaction 

you're actually trying to offer a transformation. 

 

Absolutely. 

 

Before we wrap up Anthony mentions that children, cio Robert Cialdini has a new 

version of influence coming out on May 4 with a new title influence new and 

expanded the Psychology of Persuasion, thank you for that tip Anthony. Okay, 
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well, if you guys are interested in all of this persuasive stuff that we're talking 

about and it can be so much fun. We do actually have a program NWA flagship 

program, the accelerated program for six figure copywriting, and right now you 

guys can actually test this program out if you don't already have it for just $29 

since Sandy I wondered if you want to just say anything about that program. 

 

I think it's, of course I'm gonna say it's a great program because it is a great 

program, and it is a foundation for, for, not just writing sales letter but just good 

writing in general. And I think that's the important takeaway so whether you use it 

to become a content writer or a copywriter, it's really going through the program 

is going to help you become a very good writer. In general, so that you can then 

provide value to any client you approach, and it's and it is a foundational thing it's 

every probably copywriter in the world and I'm making a claim here where I'd 

have to have proof to back it up. I would say every copywriter that I know of has 

taken this program every as copywriter has used this it has been important to 

their career because there are so many insights to gain from this, It's like a 

collaboration of all the techniques, you know, AWS, put it together because they 

studied every kind of copywriting technique every and they talked to so many 

copywriters, to figure out how do you how do we write sales copy. What is the 

process look like, and it's so it's all proven techniques, and so it's, it's, you know, 

an A and it's a huge resource that walks you through how to do all the things that 

we're talking about and so I think by the time you go through it, you will come out 

on the other side as a really strong writer with a good concept in persuasive 

writing that you can use for content or copy. 

 

Excellent. I second everything that you say, I have talked to. I've talked to so 

many marketers who just say the minute that they hire a new copywriter, they 

just hand them this program. So I've shared a link over in the chat if any of you 

don't have this in your library already I highly recommend that you at 

 

least take the test drive, it's just $29 it's not exactly I mean there's nothing to lose 

by taking the test drive, honestly, and you're going to find, I think, just trying it, 

you're just going to get so much more out of it, that you're really going to be like 

wow I probably should have done this much sooner. 

 

Exactly. Well, Sandy, thank you so much for joining us today and sharing your 

insights. This was really wonderful audience for joining us. I know we ran a little 

bit long but hopefully it was fun and worthwhile for everyone. 
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I enjoyed it. And so, yeah, anytime I'm here, I love it. It's great to talk to you and 

see you. 

 

Alright, be careful. I will take you up on that keep you happy. All right, everybody 

have a great rest of your week thank you so much for being Hey, 

 

Bye bye everyone. 


